Budgeting in Canada
By
Jón R. Blöndal*

Canada’s level of indebtedness, as a percentage of GDP, increased from a
level lower than the average for OECD Member countries in the early 1980s to a
high of 97.6% in 1995. This was a level of debt exceeded only by Italy among G7
nations and Belgium and Greece among the wider OECD community. Fiscal
management reached a breaking point in 1994. It was recognised that the fiscal
situation had reached crisis proportions and strong corrective measures were
needed. Today, Canada is enjoying a budget surplus and is repaying debt. This
paper surveys these developments.
1.

Budget Formulation Process

1.1. Overview
The underlying cause of the sharp deterioration of the fiscal position during
the 1980s and early 1990s has been attributed primarily to a belief that the fiscal
problem was largely cyclical in nature, resulting in there being insufficient public
and political will to confront the fiscal problems. The deficits in each year were
blamed on various temporary events in the economy which would correct themselves, there was no urgent need to take specific actions.
* Jón R. Blöndal is Principal Administrator, Budgeting and Management Divison, Public
Management Service, OECD.
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Figure 1.

General Government Financial Balance 1982-1998 as % of GDP
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In 1984, a new government had come to power and it made specific cuts in
various programmes in its first budget. It attempted to do the same in the following
year’s budget but was met with strong public opposition and its political will for
expenditure control dissipated somewhat as a result. The fall in commodity prices
in 1986 and the stock market crash in 1987 and their perceived negative impact on
the economy further delayed restrictive fiscal policy actions. A number of structural
reforms were being made to the economy at the same time, including tax reform,
privatisation and the launching of the Canada-USA Free Trade Agreement. This
served to crowd out the efforts needed for fiscal consolidation and further deemphasised it.
However, by the late 1980s, it became evident that actions were required to
address the deterioration in the fiscal situation. A number of measures were taken
in the 1989 budget. This was followed in the 1990 budget with the Expenditure
Control Plan – a two-year plan which affected about 60% of programme spending.
The Expenditure Control Plan was the first comprehensive review of programme
spending since 1984. The Expenditure Control Plan was extended in the 1991
budget to fiscal years 1995-96. A comparison between the Expenditure Control
Plan and the actual outcome in each year is shown in Table 1.
Table 1.

Federal Government Deficit: Projections and Outcomes
Public accounts basis (Canadian dollars)

Fiscal Year
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96

Expenditure Control Plan

Actual Outcome

30.5 billion
24.0 billion
16.6 billion
10.0 billion
6.5 billion

34.4 billion
41.0 billion
42.0 billion
37.5 billion
28.6 billion

Source: Department of Finance.

1.2. The PEMS Experience
In 1980, Canada introduced a budget formulation process known as the Policy
and Expenditure Management System which was in use until 1994. The system evolved
over this time period but its essentials were as follows: the budget formulation
process was based on a series of spending envelopes that included all spending
in a particular policy area with overall expenditure ceilings for each envelope to be
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established. Originally, there were 10 such spending envelopes. For example, a
single envelope encompassed all spending in the economic development field,
including agriculture, fisheries, industry, tourism, commerce, regional development and transportation. As the spending envelopes generally included the
expenditures of several ministers, they were administered by a series of Cabinet
committees composed of all ministers whose spending was included in a given
spending envelope. The objective was to foster resource reallocation by having all
government programmes in a given field judged side-by-side; funding for one
programme could be reduced to finance an increase in another programme.
This, however, did not materialise. As the Treasury Board Secretariat noted in
a 1995 publication,1 “In reality, however, PEMS did not achieve the intended
results. Policy committees never came to grips with the difficulties of trade-off and
reallocations.” Ministers simply did not “volunteer” any savings initiatives because
those savings would enter the envelope “pool”, i.e. they could be used for any
programme within the spending envelope, not necessarily a spending programme
for the minister who originated the savings proposal. Another minister, whose
programme was thought to be more deserving, might benefit from a savings initiative offered by another minister. This, in fact, is how the system was to operate in
theory. In practice, however, the system worked in such a manner that ministers did
not offer any savings initiatives whatsoever. There was no reallocation; not even by
a minister to fund another programme under his control because the savings in one
programme could be “hijacked” by another minister through the Cabinet
committee system. The shared approach to fiscal management simply did not
work; there were no obvious incentives for individual ministers to act in a fiscally
responsible fashion. This was further complicated by the fact that the Cabinet, in
the late 1980s, had grown in size to around 40 ministers, each with his own portfolio. As the Treasury Board Secretariat noted, “The incentive for individual
ministers to offer up reductions was weak since the end results would be the reallocation of these resources often to another minister…PEMS was based on a
shared approach to fiscal management. It did not succeed because the partnership
that was envisaged was never achieved.”2 The system of policy envelopes was
eventually abandoned.
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The policy envelopes were augmented by numerous central policy reserves.
They, however, served to reinforce the reluctance to reallocate resources for new
initiatives. It was considered responsible budgeting to incorporate reserves for
new policy initiatives as needed during the year. In practice, the focus of all ministers became to obtain funds from the policy reserves rather than to reallocate
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resources to fund new initiatives. Therefore, the system served to foster incremental increases in programmes (often small individually) that in the end added
up to significant additional spending. It should be noted that the size of the
reserves was reduced over time, but the underlying behaviour remained the
same.
At the same time, the Minister of Finance and the President of the Treasury
Board Secretariat (see Box 1) would be formulating centrally driven expenditure
reductions in specific programmes. This was further proof that the shared
approach to expenditure management as envisaged by the PEMS did not work.
These endeavours were generally met with great hostility from other Cabinet
members. Although some targeted cuts were implemented, the Cabinet in the
end had to rely largely on wage and entitlement benefit freezes and across-theboard cuts in order to meet its expenditure objectives. This was the most
politically acceptable route in the first instance, but there were severe limits to it.
Across-the-board cuts could be justified in terms of efficiency (productivity) gains
for general operating costs, but could hardly be applied to all government expenditures. Across-the-board cuts also served to undermine any sense of priority
setting in government.
In the end, there simply was no real fiscal policy anchor which was appropriate to the underlying fiscal situation. Under these circumstances, it was
extremely difficult to maintain the discipline necessary to achieve fiscal consolidation. This was further exacerbated by the fact that in the early 1990s, the budget
was based on inaccurate economic forecasts, primarily reflecting a severe
economic downturn – the worst since the Great Depression. The economic
assumptions were consistently more “optimistic” than the actual economic situation justified. This led to the actual fiscal outcome being significantly worse than
originally forecast.
This is the background to the deterioration of the fiscal position during the
1980s and early 1990s and the lead-in to the reforms to the budget formulation
process instituted by a new government in 1994 and 1995.
1.3. Reforms to the Budget Formulation Process
In 1994 and 1995, significant reforms were made to the budget formulation
process and formalised with the introduction of a new Expenditure Management
System. These reforms can be divided into two groups. First, reforms to create a
hard budget constraint. Second, reforms to meet the new hard budget constraint.
Each of these is discussed in turn below.
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Box 1.

The Department of Finance and the Treasury Board Secretariat

The central budget office function in Canada is divided between the
Department of Finance and the Treasury Board Secretariat. The Department of
Finance is responsible for general economic affairs and for the fiscal policy framework. In addition, it is directly responsible for the administration of several transfer
programmes. The Minister of Finance presents the budget to Parliament. The
Treasury Board Secretariat is responsible primarily for the operating costs and
capital components of the budget and for general management in government.
This accounts for roughly 30% of total government outlays in Canada. The President
of the Treasury Board presents the estimates to Parliament. The Department of
Finance has a staff of 580 while the Treasury Board Secretariat has a staff of 800.

1.3.1. Establishing a Hard Budget Constraint
The key reform was to establish and maintain a hard budget constraint. This
took the form of a new government (elected in October 1993) committed to
lowering the deficit to 3% of GDP by fiscal year 1996-1997. At first, this was not
considered an especially challenging fiscal objective by outside observers.
That assessment changed. The economic crisis in Mexico soon engulfed the
economy. The Canadian dollar weakened substantially; there were significant
increases in interest rates; credit-rating agencies downgraded the sovereign debt
of the Canadian Government. The mood of the public also changed profoundly, the
culmination of a change in public attitudes which had been developing over the
past one to two years. It now viewed deficit reduction as an urgent task as
evidenced by a number of public opinion polls. In response, the government reaffirmed its commitment to fiscal consolidation and to reducing the deficit to 3% of
GDP by fiscal year 1996-1997, a fiscal objective that had now become more challenging due to the unfavourable economic environment. The government went to
great lengths to publicise its actions and to generate further public understanding
of the actions required to meet this constraint. For example, it instituted a formal
pre-budget consultation process that is discussed further in Section 2 on the Role
of Parliament.
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There was much greater political commitment to this target than previous
governments had exhibited. The government introduced successive rolling twoyear fiscal objectives. The reason for this relatively short time horizon was that the
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government wanted to be absolutely confident that it could deliver what it had
promised and be held accountable for meeting its promises. In political terms, the
government had – by design – created heavy potential costs for itself if it did not
succeed. In economic terms, Canada’s credibility in the financial markets was
already very low due to the high annual deficits and the rapid build-up of debt. A
failure to deliver by this government could have had serious consequences.
The government also established two institutional features to its budget
formulation process to promote its effectiveness: it started using systematicallybiased “prudent” economic assumptions and incorporating a contingency reserve.
The previous perception of “optimistic” economic assumptions being used in the
budget had significantly downgraded the believability of government-generated
economic forecasts. Rather than relying on internally generated economic forecasts
to be used in the budget, the government started employing the average of forecasts made by private sector economic forecasters. This was done in order to
achieve credibility – both in the eyes of the public and in the eyes of financial
markets.
The Department of Finance then systematically revises the private sector forecasts downwards as a further measure of prudence. This takes the form of the
government adding 50-100 basis points (0.5-1.0 percentage points) to the average
private sector economic forecasts for interest rates and then feeding this through
its entire econometric model, thus producing lower forecast economic activity. This
provides a buffer in order to maintain the government’s fiscal objectives. As a
further buffer, the government established a significant contingency reserve

Box 2.

Prudent Economic Assumptions

Canada instituted the following measures of prudence to foster the credibility
of the economic assumptions applied in the budget and to act as a buffer against
any forecasting errors and unpredictable events:
– using average private sector economic forecasts;
– systematically revising downwards the average private sector economic
forecasts by adding 50-100 basis points to the interest rate forecasts and
feeding this through the entire economic forecast model;
– contingency reserve equal to 2.5–3.0 billion Canadian dollars each year. Can
only be used to compensate for forecasting errors and unpredictable
events. If not used, goes towards deficit reduction (surplus) in its entirety.
45
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fund – 2.5 billion – 3.0 billion Canadian dollars each year. This fund can only be
used to compensate for forecasting errors and unpredictable events. It cannot be
used for any new policy initiatives. Recourse has never had to be made to the
contingency reserve funds and they have been applied to deficit reduction
(surplus) in their entirety in each year.
1.3.2. Meeting the Hard Budget Constraint
In meeting the hard budget constraint, the government recognised that
across-the-board cuts would no longer suffice. It also completely abolished the
central policy reserves in recognition of the fact that there were no new funds available. This was also designed to change the mindset: targeted cuts in specific
programmes had to be employed. This was achieved by a process known as the
Programme Review. The Programme Review was a comprehensive assessment of
the proper role of the government in the economy and as such included reviews of
the various programmes that the government was involved with. The Programme
Review was announced in the new government’s first budget in February 1994. In
launching the Programme Review, the Minister of Finance described it as “a review
of all aspects of departmental spending to ensure that lower priority programmes
are reduced or eliminated and that the government’s diminished resources are

Box 3.

Programme Review Timeline

February 1994 The launch of the Programme Review is announced in the budget.
Spring 1994

Summer 1994
Autumn 1994

Creation of the Programme Review Secretariat at the Privy Council
Office (Cabinet Office).
The six criteria for the Programme Review are enunciated.
Department and agencies to self-review their programmes.
Specific targets given to departments and agencies.
Execution.
Department of Finance and Treasury Board Secretariat review
proposals.
Committee of senior ministers review proposals.

February 1995 Cabinet approves measures.
Measures presented to Parliament in the budget.
46
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directed to the highest priority requirements and to those areas where the federal
government is best placed to deliver services.”
Canadian authorities cite three key reasons for the success of the Programme
Review. One was the crisis atmosphere. In explaining the success of the
Programme Review, the minister responsible for the exercise stated that “very few
things are ever put into place unless we have no choice…So when you have no
choice it’s a bit like the threat of death. It makes you think better.” Second, there
was a general realisation that across-the-board cuts were hurting the good as well
as the bad programmes and that they simply were not viable for achieving the
necessary cuts. Third, the process by which the Programme Review was carried out
played a large role in its success.
The Programme Review exercise was located in the Privy Council Office
(Cabinet Office) and was headed by a special Minister Responsible for Public
Service Renewal. A special Cabinet Committee on Programme Review was created.
Its membership was composed of a cross-section of the Cabinet and included the
most senior ministers in the government.
In the first instance, six criteria for carrying out Programme Review were enunciated and departments and agencies given the mandate to self-review their
programmes according to the six criteria. This process did not yield significant
savings.
As a result, each department and agency was given a target for expenditure
reductions, ranging from 5-60% to be implemented over the coming three years
starting with the fiscal year 1995-96. The targets were proposed by the Department
of Finance and the Treasury Board Secretariat and approved by ministers. The
targets were based primarily on “intelligence” on each programme gathered by
those central agencies over the years. The Department of Finance and the Treasury
Board Secretariat had participated in a number of expenditure reduction exercises
over the years, which had identified specific cuts in programmes. These cuts had
often not been implemented but the central agencies made a very conscious decision to maintain and update this inventory of expenditure reduction options.
A number of factors led to the acceptance of these cuts. First, as noted earlier,
there was a fiscal crisis atmosphere in Canada during this time. Second, the
Minister of Finance had the strong backing of the Prime Minister in carrying out the
reductions. Third, this was a new government and the respective line ministers had
not become “entrenched” in their portfolios. Each minister was given responsibility for developing programme changes to meet the assigned targets. The
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proposals were examined and commented upon by a committee of senior officials
(deputy ministers) and then by the committee of senior ministers. Ministers
frequently had to revise their proposals as the two committees judged their
proposals to be unrealistic or infeasible. Departments and agencies then had to
submit formal business (adjustment) plans that showed in detail how they would
alter their activities in order to achieve the reductions. The results were given a
final vetting by full Cabinet in mid-January 1995 and then incorporated into the
February budget. This exercise was repeated on a much more limited basis the
next year and thus added a fourth year to the original Programme Review timeframe. The second round of Programme Review differed somewhat from the first
round as many of the cuts were made in order to fund new high priority spending
initiatives rather than being dedicated entirely towards deficit reduction.
Separate from the Programme Review, major reforms were made in the system
of transfers to the provinces with the aim of making them more cost effective and
flexible. In addition to delivering spending cuts through reduced funding to
provinces, these changes have led to improved control of federal spending in this
area. The new Canada Health and Social Transfer (CHST), made in the form of a
block grant to provinces, replaced transfers under the Canada Assistance Plan
(CAP), with funding of provincial social welfare programmes based on a shared-cost
basis and the Established Programmes Financing (EPF) system, which provided
block grants to finance provincial post-secondary education and health. The switch
away from cost-sharing towards the provision of block grants was designed to
increase the incentive for provinces to limit additional social expenditure since
individual provinces would bear the full incremental cost of any expansion in their

Box 4.

The Six Criteria for Programme Review

– Does the programme serve a public interest?
– Is this an appropriate role for the government?
– Could this be done better by another level of government – provincial? –
municipal?
– Could this be left to the private sector or volunteer sector?
– Could the programme be delivered more efficiently?
– Is it affordable?
48
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social welfare programmes, rather than being able to share those costs with the
federal government. In addition, reforms were made to the unemployment insurance system to reduce the generosity of the programme and return it to more of an
insurance programme.
The results of the Programme Review and the changes in the major transfer
programmes were essentially to lock in the key variables of government expenditure for the next four years. The hard decisions taken in 1994 and 1995 involved
expenditure targets for each programme until 1998-99. Implementing those hard
decisions of course involved significant effort in each of the out-years. The actions
associated with the Programme Review and the reforms to the transfer
programmes can be viewed as a one-off corrective measure. The challenge for
Canada is to ensure that a hard budget constraint is maintained in the current environment of relative fiscal abundance and that the reallocative mechanisms are in
full use. The danger is that such measures will be abandoned now that the
economic and fiscal environment is friendlier.
1.4. Current Practice
It is useful to outline the main points in the annual budget process as it is now
practised.
The annual budget cycle starts with a Cabinet retreat immediately following
the recess of Parliament in the summer. A second Cabinet retreat takes place

Box 5.

Budget Formulation Timetable

Late June

Cabinet Retreat I.

Late September

Cabinet Retreat II.

Fall

Two Cabinet committees review new policy initiatives.

Late January

Cabinet reviews budget strategy.

Early February

Prime Minister and Finance Minister make final decisions on
budget.

February

Budget (estimates) presented to Parliament.

1 April

Start of fiscal year.

Late June

Approval of budget (estimates) by Parliament.
49
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immediately prior to the opening of Parliament in September. At these retreats,
the Minister of Finance provides information on the economic and fiscal outlook
and the likely fiscal policy stance required in the coming year. No decisions are
taken at these meetings but they do serve as the initial phase of the budget
process. The first retreat can be described as a theme setter, a way to condition the
expectations of ministers. The second retreat begins to formulate the key
elements of the upcoming budget. In contrast to other Cabinet meetings, there are
no official minutes kept of the discussions at these Cabinet retreats.
During this time, the Department of Finance works to get more aspects of the
fiscal framework in place - for example, updating economic assumptions and how
they will impact on existing policies. The Treasury Board Secretariat updates the
operating costs and capital components of the fiscal framework in a process known
as the Annual Reference Level Updates (ARLU).
Departments are also busy with new policy initiatives. The new initiatives are
framed to be in line with the government’s general themes that were discussed at
the Cabinet retreat (which in turn would flow from the Speech from the Throne – see

Box 6.

Speech from the Throne

The Speech from the Throne is the prime vehicle for articulating the government’s longer-term policy priorities. The Speech is read in Parliament by the
Governor-General. It is considered to be the most important statement of the
government’s political intentions and is a major tool in seeking coherent policy
actions. Many of the themes from the Speech from the Throne are represented in
the budget as the Cabinet uses the contents of the Speech from the Throne in
guiding its prioritisation choices. A recent Speech from the Throne outlined key
priorities as follows:
– building a stronger Canada;
– investing in children;
– investing in quality care and good health;
– building safer communities;
– creating opportunities for young Canadians;
– investing in knowledge and creativity;
– expanding opportunities in Aboriginal communities;
– looking outward;
– celebrating the millennium.
50
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Box 6). New policy initiatives are presented directly by ministers to one of two
Cabinet committees: the Economic Union Committee or the Social Union
Committee depending on the nature of their initiatives. The committees meet
every week during the Fall to discuss the merits of the policy proposals presented
to them by ministers and in the end rank them for possible funding. The two
committees may have joint meetings to discuss such proposals.
The Treasury Board Secretariat has also recently instituted a separate
Programme Integrity process. This is designed to correct any critical shortfalls in
funding of current programmes. This is in recognition of the fact that the processes
intended to prioritise new policy initiatives run the risk of overlooking “risks” to
current programmes.
Very late in the year, the Finance Minister and the Prime Minister will decide
how much money to allocate for the policy initiatives taking into account inter alia
the rankings established by the committees and the results of the Programme
Integrity process. The Prime Minister and the Finance Minister take the final decisions on resource allocation after consultation with ministers. Although the broad
outlines of the budget will be known to all Cabinet members, the exact details of
the budget are only known to the Prime Minister and the Finance Minister when it
is presented to Parliament.
1.5. Conclusion
The budget situation in Canada has been turned around in recent years. The
years of advancing budget deficits and debt accumulation have given way to
budget surpluses and debt reduction. The Programme Review exercise and the
reforms to major transfer programmes were a very important part of an effective
response to the fiscal crisis. The record since 1993-94 has done much to restore
credibility to the federal government’s budget-making. A new budget process has
sought to institutionalise these new practices.
But the climate of relative fiscal abundance places different pressures on the
institutions of budgeting. The past two budgets have seen quite substantial
increases in programme spending. The government was re-elected on the platform
of dividing the “fiscal dividend” equally between new spending on the one hand
and debt reduction and tax reduction on the other hand. The government’s aggregate fiscal policy objectives are characterised as running “a balanced budget, or
better.” With the prudent measures in place in the budget, this should result in
significant budget surpluses.
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Table 2.

Sources of Changes in the Federal Budgetary Balance
1993-94 to 1998-99
(billions of dollars)

Factors increasing the balance
Reduction in programme spending
Higher revenues due to economic growth
One-time revenue adjustments
Net impact of revenue actions
Subtotal

15.4
37.8
2.7
0.0
55.9

Factors reducing the balance
Spending actions in 1998 and 1999 budgets
Increase in public debt charges
Inclusion of Contingency Reserve in 1998-99
Subtotal

7.5
3.4
3.0
13.9

Net improvement in federal budgetary balance

42.0

Source: The Budget Plan, 1999.

Figure 3.

Changes in Federal Government Transferts to Other Levels
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The federal government’s debt level remains significantly higher than the
OECD average. Even today – after several years of fiscal consolidation and at
historically low levels of interest rates – public debt charges absorb 27% of
revenue. The need to maintain fiscal discipline in order to bring the debt levels
down to levels more commensurate with other OECD Member countries is a top
priority for the Canadian Government.
2.

The Role of Parliament

Box 7.

A Note on Terminology

A specialised terminology is used in the parliamentary budget process. The
Budget is the document tabled in the House of Commons by the Minister of Finance
giving the government’s overall fiscal plan for revenues and expenditures,
including new initiatives. The Main Estimates are the detailed plans for government
expenditures, by department and agency, tabled several days after the Budget by
the President of the Treasury Board. Together, these and other related documents
are referred to as “Money Bills.” In this chapter, the term budget process is used to refer
to the development and authorisation of both the Budget and the Estimates.

2.1. Introduction
Constitutional provisions, political traditions and institutional features all
place limits on Parliament’s ability to modify the government’s “money bills”.
The Canadian Constitution grants the government the exclusive power to
initiate expenditure proposals. Parliament can only approve the government’s
proposals, either in full or at a reduced level of funding, or reject them altogether.
Parliament itself is prohibited from proposing new expenditure programmes, or
increasing the level of funding requested. This constitutional provision is common
to all Westminster countries and derives from 18th century budgeting practices in
Great Britain where the monarch “billed” Parliament for his expenses; the
Parliament did not “volunteer” funds to the monarch.
The role of Parliament is further limited by the Confidence Convention: a
vote on any “money bill” is considered a vote of confidence in the government.
This is not enshrined in any legislation but is rather a political tradition enforced
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through party discipline. The Confidence Convention is interpreted very strictly in
Canada to mean that any vote on a “money bill” is a vote of confidence in the
government. Absolutely no changes to the government’s proposals are permitted.
For example, the Clark Government resigned in 1979 due to Parliament’s refusal
to adopt its budget proposals. More frequently, the government would ensure
that its proposals enjoy the support of Parliament before introducing them, or
withdrawing specific aspects of them in case parliamentary support is not
ensured.
Parliament does not approve the Main Estimates prior to the start of the fiscal
year. The fiscal year starts on 1 April but the Main Estimates are not approved until
just before Parliament’s summer recess in late June. (Special provisions govern the
funding of government during this interim period as is discussed later in this
section.) A quarter of the fiscal year has thus elapsed when Parliament formally
approves the Main Estimates as proposed by the government.
Another factor limiting Parliament’s role in the budget process is the fact that
over 70% of government expenditure does not require annual funding through the
budget process but is rather “statutory” in nature. Such expenditures can be
divided into three categories. First, interest payments and other public debt
charges. Second, funding for transfer (grant) programmes to provincial governments. The programmes for the provinces, however, come up for renewal every five
years. Third, various entitlement programmes whose original enabling legislation
granted permanent spending authority for them. There is no need for Parliament
to approve appropriations on an annual basis for these programmes, or even to
discuss them at all.
These factors have conditioned Members of Parliament to devote little effort
to a discussion of the Main Estimates. A recent report by the House of Commons
Committee on Procedure and House Affairs included the results of a survey among
serving members of Parliament. Members were quoted as using expressions such
as “a profound degree of dissatisfaction”, “a total waste of time,” a “cursory review”
and “futile attempts to bring about change” to describe the current system.3 There
has also been a very substantial turnover of members of Parliament at recent elections which has severely diminished institutional knowledge of the complex
parliamentary budget process.

54

A number of reforms have been instituted in recent years to the role of
Parliament in the budget process. These are discussed as part of the general
outline of the parliamentary budget process in the following subsection.
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Box 8.

The Parliament of Canada

The Canadian Parliament is composed of two chambers: the House of
Commons and the Senate. The House of Commons has 301 members elected in
single-member constituencies for five-year terms. The Senate is not elected. It is
ordinarily composed of 104 members who are appointed by the Prime Minister for
life-long terms, with mandatory retirement at age 75. Constitutionally, the House of
Commons enjoys pre-eminence in budgetary matters. There are five political
parties currently represented in the House of Commons. The last general elections
were held in November 2000.

2.2. The Parliamentary Budget Process
The parliamentary budget process can be divided into two very distinct
periods: the Pre-Budget Consultation Process and the Approval Process.
2.2.1. The Pre-Budget Consultation Process
In the fall of 1994, a formal Pre-Budget Consultation Process was introduced
involving Parliament. Previously, the Minister of Finance had conducted consultations with a number of interested parties in a series of one-on-one discussions.
This formalised process was part of the government’s endeavours to reduce the
tradition of secrecy associated with the budget formulation process which had
become the subject of persistent and increasing criticism. The stated purpose of
the Pre-Budget Consultations was “to provide Canadians with a formal mechanism
by which they could make suggestions as to the contents of the next budget.” The
Pre-Budget Consultations would, however, appear to have been launched
primarily to educate the public about the dire fiscal situation and create an environment more conducive to accepting the difficult budget decisions that lay
ahead. By using Parliament as the vehicle for this, it also served the purpose of
involving the Opposition in this discussion.
In mid-October, the Minister of Finance appears before the Committee. This
is a major event and is televised nationally. During his presentation, the minister
outlines the current and prospective economic situation and relates this to the
government’s broad budget policy objectives. Concurrently, the Department of
Finance releases the Economic and Fiscal Update, which provides supporting material
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Box 9.

The Pre-Budget Consultation Process

Late September

House of Commons Standing Committee on Finance begins
public hearings on budget policy.

Mid-October

Minister of Finance announces government’s broad budget
policy themes to the Committee and releases the government’s Economic and Fiscal Update report.

Late November

Committee completes public hearings on budget policy.

Early December

Committee presents its report on pre-budget consultations.

Mid-December

House of Commons debates budget policy. No vote is taken.

to the minister’s presentation. During his presentation, the Minister of Finance
outlines a number of specific questions that he wishes the Committee to report
back on following their consultations.
After the minister’s presentation, the Committee continues its public hearings.
In a typical year, the Committee holds a total of 20 public hearings in 10 different
locations throughout Canada. These hearings have in the past included “townhall”
meetings where ordinary citizens participate, as well as meetings where organised
interest groups participate. The Committee concludes this process by presenting
a report in early December. This report serves to prepare the ground for the
government’s budget proposal. There are generally several minority opinions
released in addition to the Committee’s (majority) report. In recent years, the
Opposition has decided to use one of its “allotted days” (see below) to debate
general budget policy on the basis of the report and the minority opinions. There
is, however, no vote taken.
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It must be emphasised that Parliament has no decision-making role in this
process. The Pre-Budget Consultations started during the fiscal crisis of the mid1990s as a vehicle for promoting the government’s budget policy. Although the
nature of the fiscal issues faced by Canada has changed over time, there is no indication that this process will be abandoned. The Pre-Budget Consultations have
been an important element in opening up the budget process and creating an
atmosphere where the public feels it can have some input.
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2.2.2. The Budget Approval Process
The government presents a hierarchy of documents to Parliament at the
launch of the budget approval process:
• the Budget;
• the Main Estimates, including the Reports on Plans and Priorities.
The Budget is a comprehensive statement of the government’s fiscal framework, consistent with the government’s strategic priorities as outlined in the
Speech from the Throne. The Budget discusses the overall level of revenues,
expenditures, surplus (or deficit) and relates these aggregates to the economic
environment. In addition, the Budget contains a detailed technical announcement
of proposed changes in tax laws. The Minister of Finance introduces the Budget.
The Main Estimates contain details of the government’s expenditures. They
are composed of three parts. Part 1 provides an overview of government spending
and provides the link between the Budget and Part 2 of the Estimates. Part 2 of the
Estimates then itemises each government expenditure for which parliamentary
approval is required. Part 2 also contains, for information purposes only, an estimate of the cost of statutory programmes for which spending authority has been
granted through existing legislation. The Estimates are legalistic in nature. The
President of the Treasury Board introduces the Main Estimates.
The Reports on Plans and Priorities were introduced in 1994. They were a
recasting of the traditional Part 3 of the Estimates.4 They are prepared by each
individual department (ministry) and agency. The reports were designed to
provide detailed information through a focus on results in a more strategic, multiyear perspective on programme delivery. They contain information on objectives,
initiatives and planned results, including links to related resource requirements
over a three-year time horizon. In the current year, more than 80 separate documents were presented to Parliament. They are tabled in Parliament by the
President of the Treasury Board on behalf of the minister who presides over the
respective department (ministry) or agency. This is further discussed later in this
paper.
The Estimates must be presented to Parliament no later than 1 March, one
month prior to the start of the fiscal year. There is no such legal requirement
regarding the timing of the Budget. In fact, there is no legal requirement to introduce the Budget at all. In practice, however, the Budget is presented to Parliament
several days prior to the introduction of the Estimates so as to provide an appro-
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Box 10.

Supplementary Estimates

The Main Estimates provide funding only for programmes and activities for
which there is existing parliamentary authority, i.e. separate enabling legislation.
Parliament will be asked in Supplementary Estimates tabled later in the year for
funding for new initiatives once the necessary legislative provisions have been
made. The Supplementary Estimates will also contain funding for unforeseen
contingencies. Provision is made in the budget for funding for new initiatives and
contingencies.

Box 11.

The Budget Approval Process

Late February

Minister of Finance introduces Budget.
President of the Treasury Board introduces Estimates.
Standing Committees begin their examination of the
Estimates.

Late March

President of the Treasury Board introduces Reports on Plans
and Priorities for each department (ministry) and agency.
Parliament grants Interim Supply to end-June.

1 April

Start of fiscal year.

Late May

Standing Committees to report on the Estimates.

Late June

Approval of the Estimates.

priate overall context to the Estimate. The Reports on Plans and Priorities must be
presented no later than 31 March, the day before the start of the fiscal year.
Previously, Part 3 had been introduced at the same time as Part 1 and Part 2.
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Following the presentations by the Minister of Finance and the President of
the Treasury Board, the House of Commons begins its deliberations. This is known
as the Business of Supply. As Parliament will not finish its deliberations until just prior
to its summer break at the end of June, it grants the government Interim Supply from
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the beginning of the fiscal year on 1 April until the end of June. Interim Supply
allows the government to spend during this period the funds necessary for its
ongoing operations.
The Estimates are then automatically referred to the Standing Committees of
the House. Each Standing Committee examines those parts of the Estimates that
fall within its mandate. For example, the Standing Committee on Agriculture examines the proposed expenditures of the Department of Agriculture and Agri-Foods.
There is, however, no committee that co-ordinates the examination of the
Estimates, or examines them on an aggregated level. A number of reforms have
been introduced to provide Standing Committees with better information to
conduct their examination of the Estimates — the Reports on Plans and Priorities
being the prime example. The Standing Committees can call ministers, senior officials and other interested parties to appear. The Committees are to report back to
the House on the Estimates before 31 May. If they have not reported, they are
deemed to have reported. This was designed so that Committees could not delay
the parliamentary budget process by not reporting back to the House.
In fact, committees do not report back at all as a general rule. A senior official
of one department (ministry) reported that they themselves had called the
committee, rather than the other way around, in order to present their Report on
Plans and Priorities to the committee. At the conclusion of the presentation, questions from committee members focused on why the department had taken the time
to present the report, not on any of the information contained in the report. This is
not an isolated example.
The rules governing the running of the House are contained in the Standing
Orders which require that a certain number of days are reserved for debate of the
government’s expenditure proposals in full House session. There are 20 such days
that are referred to as allotted days, 19 of which are reserved for the Opposition. This
means that the Opposition is free to choose any topic for debate during those
days. Although these days are fully used by the Opposition, they are not used for
debate on the Estimate per se. Rather, they are simply an opportunity for the
Opposition to debate general policy on any matter of their choice, rather than to
specifically debate the Estimates. The fact that these Opposition days are distributed throughout the year rather than all being used prior to the approval of the
Estimates reinforces this. In late June, a vote is taken on the Estimates.
The Committee on Procedure and House Affairs in April 1997 recommended
that Standing Committees be permitted to report to the House proposing reallocation of up to 5% within each of the estimates referred to them. This Committee
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also recommended that other conventions be reinterpreted to allow the government to bring back to the House a modified spending proposal to give effect to the
recommendation. The government could then agree or reject Committee views
and provide the House the reasons for so doing. The recommended change has
not been accepted by the government.

Box 12.

The Auditor-General

The Auditor-General is an agency of Parliament.
In 1977, the Auditor-General’s mandate was expanded to allow for the auditing
of “value for money”. Since then, the orientation of the Auditor-General has
increasingly been on such value for money audits. A recent Report on Plans and
Priorities indicates that value for money audits account for about 60% of the
Auditor-General’s total activity. The government has also been emphasising
reporting for results by government organisations. Recent legislation for new
Alternative Service Delivery agencies has called for the Auditor-General to attest
the performance information provided by the agencies.

2.3. Conclusion
As can be seen from this discussion, Parliament is not in a position to alter the
government’s “money bills” once they have been introduced as this would be
equated with a vote of non-confidence in the government as the Confidence
Convention is currently interpreted. This does, however, mask the fact that the
government consults extensively with Parliament prior to introducing any “money
bills” to ensure that they will enjoy the support of Parliament. Similarly, the
government will withdraw certain aspects of its budget framework if majority
support for them is not certain. As such, Parliament can exert strong influence on
the government in this indirect manner. There does not appear to be a desire to
make this role of Parliament more explicit by relaxing the interpretation of the
conventions governing Parliament’s role in the budget process and by reforming
certain institutional features of the parliamentary budget process.
3.
60

Management and Accountability

A number of management reforms have been introduced in recent years in the
Canadian Government. This section discusses them by reviewing the reduction of
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central input controls (human resource management and common service provision), new financial management initiatives and the introduction of accountability
for results systems. Prior to that, a brief overview of government organisational
structure is provided to give context to the reforms initiated.
3.1. Government Organisational Structure
There is great diversity in the organisational structures employed by the
Government of Canada. Today, it is composed of departments, service agencies of
different types, tribunals and quasi-judicial bodies, and Crown corporations, The
last three types of organisations are often referred to jointly as “agencies” for
convenience sake. These organisations are not uniform in nature. Rather, efforts
are made to tailor each organisation to the type of work it performs. As such, they
differ from one another by their statutory mandates, relationships to ministers, the
degree of flexibility granted to their managers, and the nature of the accountability
framework for ministers and employees. Each organisation reports to a minister
and through the minister to Parliament. Each minister, therefore, oversees a variety
of independent but related organisations.
A department serves the need of its minister and the government, to shape
laws and policies and to provide those services that require regular ministerial oversight and direction. Departmental acts give a minister general authority for
management and direction of the department. There are 24 departments at present.
In addition to providing general support to ministers, departments are responsible for significant service delivery functions (and related policy advice) as well. In
most cases, these are quite substantial responsibilities. Nearly half of all public
servants work directly in departments. The largest department has close to 40 000
employees. Some of the service delivery functions carried out by departments have
been organised as Special Operating Agencies (SOA) which were launched in 1989.
SOAs are an integral part of departments and are used primarily to “ring fence”
activities that generate user charges for a significant portion of their expenditures.
The typical organisation chart for a department is a line-and-staff configuration. The senior public servant is referred to as a Deputy Minister. In some
departments, he has an immediate deputy known as an Associate Deputy Minister.
Other senior executives in departments are known as Assistant Deputy Ministers
and Directors-General. The head of a Special Operating Agency would normally
have the rank of Assistant Deputy Minister or Director-General. The Deputy
Minister is responsible for the administration of the department and is answerable
to the minister for any actions taken by departmental officials. The Prime Minister
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plays the key role in selecting the Deputy Ministers and the Associate Deputy
Ministers although they are formally appointed by the Governor-in-Council on
advice of the Prime Minister. Deputy Ministers typically serve for four to five years
in their post and they generally have a public service background.
Service agencies provide services within an agreed upon policy and legislative
framework. There are at present some 50 service agencies. These agencies are
usually managed on the basis of greater accountability for results and require only
general ministerial monitoring. Many are created by statute, which further defines
their accountability. Usually, the minister is responsible (and must answer) for
agencies. While the power and accountability relationships between heads of
agencies, Parliament and the minister for each agency vary, the head of the agency
usually has responsibility for its management, under the direction of the minister.
Three new service agencies have been established recently as Alternative
Service Delivery agencies. These are the Canadian Food Inspection Agency, the
Canada Customs and Revenue Agency and the Parks Canada Agency. An important
feature of these agencies is to improve service to the public, for example by
consolidating into single agencies similar services previously performed by one or
more departments or agencies, or consolidating similar activities performed by
different levels of governments into a single agency. The objective is to view the
services provided by the agencies from the viewpoint of the citizens requiring the
services and to attempt to overcome existing institutional and jurisdictional
boundaries in the delivery of services to citizens.
Tribunals and quasi-judicial bodies make decisions or hear appeals to give effect to
government policies at arm’s length from the government and on an independent
basis. Their independence is their key distinguishing characteristic. There are at
present 26 tribunals and quasi-judicial bodies. They are often quite small with less
than 10 members of staff whose function is to hear administrative appeals. The
minister’s role is generally limited to making recommendations to the Governor-inCouncil on appointment of members of the tribunals. The minister also tables their
reports on plans and priorities and annual reports in Parliament. The chairman or
president is usually the chief executive officer of a tribunal, supervising and
directing its work.
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Crown corporations provide business-like service within an agreed upon policy
and legislative framework. Ministers oversee these corporations by approving their
business plans and tabling their annual reports to Parliament. There are at present
37 Crown corporations. By far the largest in terms of employment is the Post Office
with over 40 000 staff. Many of the commercial enterprises were privatised during
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the 1980s and early 1990s. Crown corporations have their own statutes that spell
out the responsibilities of the minister, board of directors, and head of the corporation. These corporations are responsible to Parliament through ministers whose
role includes recommending to the Governor-in-Council the names of prospective
members of the boards of directors. Ministers also approve their business plans
before submitting them to the Treasury Board, and tabling their annual reports in
Parliament. The president of a Crown corporation is the chief executive officer who,
on behalf of the board of directors, directs and controls the business of the
corporation.
Two key characteristics stand out concerning the organisational structure
employed by the Government of Canada. First, the sheer diversity of organisational structures employed. Canada places great emphasis on tailoring the
organisational structure of each agency to fit the type of work it performs. Second,
most agencies report directly to the minister, rather than through the department.
To an outside observer, this could pose challenges to ministers due to the sheer
number of agencies that report directly to them. Canadian officials emphasised,
however, that this system operates quite effectively and efficiently.
3.2. Reducing Input Controls
Important progress has been made in reducing input controls in Canada. In
1993, a system of Operating Budgets was inaugurated. As a general rule, operating
costs are now all consolidated in one appropriation. The government does,
however, retain central policies in certain areas, principally human resource
management and common service provision.
3.2.1. Human Resource Management
Human resource management has historically been organised on a centralised
basis in Canada. The Public Service Commission (PSC), an agency of Parliament in
formal terms, and the Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS) are the key central agencies
for human resource management. The Public Service Commission has the exclusive authority for appointment to and within the Public Service for most public
servants. Its mandate is to ensure that such decisions are based on merit and not
on patronage. The Treasury Board Secretariat, acting for the Treasury Board, is the
“employer” of most public servants. All pay agreements are concluded by the TBS
with representatives of public servants on a service-wide basis and are fully
funded from the centre. A third player, the Clerk of the Privy Council, is formally the
Head of the Public Service.
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Reforms have been made to the role played by the Public Service
Commission in staffing. Recruitment for most public servants is, however, still
performed by the PSC. Individual departments do not generally advertise job
openings but can do so with PSC approval. Most external recruitment is performed
by the PSC on behalf of departments on a central basis.
Once the PSC has advertised a job and a suitable number of candidates have
submitted their applications, they are forwarded to the department concerned.
The PSC has delegated some of its authority to appoint persons to the Deputy
Ministers of each department. Previously, the PSC had made such appointments
directly. The term Deputy Minister is used in this context although it refers to the
heads of all organisations within a portfolio except the Crown Corporations which
generally operate according to private sector labour practices, usually under the
Canada Labour Code. The delegations to the Deputy Ministers are negotiated on a
case-by-case basis by the PSC. Internal appointments made by departments can
be appealed to the PSC. The delegations are viewed as prescriptive and processoriented by departments. It is not uncommon for staffing actions to take 6-12
months, although there are examples of shorter and longer time frames. It is important to note that the PSC is still legally responsible for the appointment; they have
in fact delegated to Deputy Ministers the authority to make appointments in the
name of the PSC. Despite the delegations to Deputy Ministers, the PSC still operates with a staff of over 1 200 persons.
Departments have also recently been granted increased freedom to move a
person (deploy) from one job to another within or between departments if the two
jobs were at an equivalent level. A further initiative is now in place to compress the
number of job groups and levels within groups through the Universal Classification
Standard from the present 72. This will increase the scope for mobility within the

Box 13.

The Executive Group

The above delegations from the Public Service Commission do not apply to
the Executive Group. The Executive Group principally refers to Assistant Deputy
Ministers, Directors-General and Directors whose appointment is handled directly
by the Public Service Commission. Deputy Ministers and Associate Deputy
Ministers are not appointed by the Public Service Commission but by Governor-inCouncil on the recommendations of the Prime Minister.
64
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service. Increased opportunity to hire “casual” workers, for example seasonal
workers, who are exempt from the formal recruitment and appointment process
has been introduced as well.
As noted, the Treasury Board Secretariat is the employer of most public
servants. On a day-to-day basis, they are, however, under the control and supervision of the Deputy Minister of their respective department. The primary employer
role of the Treasury Board Secretariat is the negotiation of collective agreements
with the unions representing public servants. The Treasury Board Secretariat also
has a general management role with respect to human resources with the exception
of recruitment and appointment as noted. It establishes policies, standards and
practices in such areas as training and development, pensions, insurance
programmes, travel and relocation policies and job classification. The Treasury
Board Secretariat retains direct responsibility for the classification structure and
standards, but has delegated its responsibility for classification actions within
those standards to departments for all positions below the level of Assistant
Deputy Minister. It should be noted that as part of the fiscal consolidation
programme, Canada enacted legislation to remove the collective bargaining rights
of employees and instituted a salary freeze. Collective bargaining has, however,
now been resumed. All collective bargaining agreements are negotiated on a
central level. There are few regional variations in salaries, no performance bonuses
(except for the Executive Group and some other senior level officials) and there is
no two-tier system that allows a main agreement to be negotiated at the centre with
further negotiating at departments. However, there are extensive consultations by
the Treasury Board Secretariat with departmental officials as part of the collective
bargaining process. All collective bargaining agreements are funded directly from
the centre. It should be noted that Canada also had a system of person-year ceilings in place until 1993 which was administered by the Treasury Board Secretariat.
Certain government organisations have the status of “separate employers”.
This exempts them from many of the central HRM controls. They can recruit their
own staff, they can appoint their own staff, and they can enter into separate collective bargaining agreements with their staff. The separate employers had, however,
to have their negotiating mandate approved by the Treasury Board Secretariat – i.e.
to prevent the separate employers from negotiating higher salary raises than the
TBS was. Most recently, the requirement to have the negotiating mandate
approved by the Treasury Board Secretariat has been reviewed for new separate
employers and abolished in certain instances. It must be emphasised that the
status of separate employer is not reserved for small organisations. For example,
the Department of National Revenue has been converted into the Canada
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Customs and Revenue Agency (an Alternative Service Delivery agency) which has
the status of separate employer. The Agency has a staff of 40 000 public servants.
Canada has been moving away from central input controls in the human
resource management field. The status of “separate employer” for the new
Alternative Service Delivery agencies should, however, be viewed as one model of
reform rather than a systemic change. The lessons learned from the new Alternative
Service Delivery agencies may be an important guide to future reforms in this area.
3.2.2. Common Service Provision
The Treasury Board Secretariat has a comprehensive set of policies for the
management of common service provision.
The outstanding example is the provision of accommodation (office space) to
government organisations. As a general rule, all accommodation is provided by a
single central agency which assigns office space to departments. It does not charge
rent for its services. It receives a direct budget appropriation and then provides its
services “free”.
As a further example, all departments must seek their legal services from the
Department of Justice. There is no user charging for these services. The
Department of Justice receives a direct appropriation and then provides its
services “free” to departments. Individual departments are not permitted to hire
lawyers or contract for legal services except with the approval of the Department
of Justice where they can demonstrate a need for specialist expertise not available
by the Department of Justice. Such additional legal services are charged directly to
the individual departments.
The Estimates documentation does contain for information purposes the
value of “services provided without charge” by common service agencies to each
department and agency. It should be noted that Canada has been moving in the
direction of establishing user charges and freedom of choice for common service
provision. For example, translation services have been moved to this new commercial framework. (Canada has two official languages, English and French.)
3.3. Financial Management Initiatives
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Canada was one of the first countries in the world to start moving away from
cash-basis accounting standards and towards accrual-basis accounting standards.
By the late 1980s, Canada had adopted modified accruals as its basis of accounting.
The main difference between full accruals and modified accruals is that capital
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expenditure on physical assets are immediately expensed in modified accruals
whereas they are capitalised (i.e. reported as assets in a balance sheet) in full
accruals with only the annual depreciation of those physical assets being
expensed (in the operating statement). In the 1995 budget, the Minister of Finance
announced the government would move to full accrual-basis financial reporting
starting with fiscal year 2001-2002. The budget, however, will continue to be
reported on modified accrual basis. This dichotomy of accounting regimes
employed for budgeting and financial reporting may become a source of difficulty
when implemented. It should be noted that the implications of moving to accrual
budgeting are now being actively considered.
Canada does permit the carry forward of unused appropriations to foster good
cash management practices. This feature was introduced in fiscal year 1993-94 with
a 2% maximum carry-forward for operating costs. In the following year, this
maximum was increased to 5%. There is also a system for carry-forwards of unspent
capital appropriations which are approved on a case-by-case basis. There is no
standing parliamentary authority for carry forwards. Rather, the Department of
Finance and the Treasury Board Secretariat add amounts equal to the carryforwards to the requested funding levels from Parliament in the subsequent year.
It should be noted that the annual appropriations for the new Service Delivery
Agencies do not lapse until two years following the start of the fiscal year in which
the appropriation was granted.
Canada does not apply an incentive-based financial management system,
such as paying interest on cash balances within the year or applying capital charges
for assets.

Box 14.

Comptrollership

The expression “comptrollership” is commonplace in Canada. In 1977, the
government created the Office of Comptroller General which has since been integrated with the Treasury Board Secretariat. Until recently, comptrollership had
been taken to mean financial control and reporting. However, the Independent
Review Panel on Modernisation of Comptrollership in the Government of Canada,
which reported in 1998, called for comptrollership to become a more all-embracing
managerial concern focused on the effective and efficient use of public resources
and for all managers to become concerned with comptrollership, rather than being
assigned to a special function within organisations. The Treasury Board Secretariat
is currently involved with pilot projects in taking this initiative forward.
67
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The major detailed ex post government-wide document is the two volume
Public Accounts of Canada. Volume 1 contains the summary report and financial statement and Volume 2 contains details of revenue and expenditure. These volumes
are audited by the Auditor-General. These are very substantial documents – a
recent set of volumes was more than 1 000 pages.
These volumes show the sources and uses of funds for each appropriation.
The sources are broken down by several groupings – that which comes from
previous years, the main estimates, the supplementary estimates, and adjustments and transfers. The uses of funds are split between the following – used in
the current year, lapsed or over-expended, available for use in subsequent years,
and used in the previous year. It provides a very comprehensive report of the
attainment of the budgeted authorities.
As well as these detailed statements, the Minister of Finance provides an
Annual Financial Report to the Parliament, which acts as an ex post report on the implementation of the budget plan. This is a short statement and is supplemented by
condensed financial statements of the Government of Canada. These financial
statements are audited for compliance with the more detailed set contained in the
public accounts.
Throughout the year, the monthly Fiscal Monitor reports on the monthly fiscal
results. The Fiscal Monitor compares the results for each month and year to date
for the same time period during the previous fiscal year. There is no comparison
made to apportioned budgeted outlays as there are no such central cash-flow forecasts made by the Department of Finance or the Treasury Board Secretariat.
3.4. Accountability for Results
The quid pro quo for relaxing input controls and granting managers increased
flexibility is that they be held accountable for results. Instead of controlling inputs,
the focus is now on outcomes and outputs.
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In early 1995, the Improved Reporting to Parliament Project was launched
which seeks to improve departmental expenditure information, principally by
augmenting financial information with performance information. As part of this
project, the traditional Part III of the Estimates were replaced by Reports on Plans
and Priorities, which are tabled in the House of Commons in the spring as part of
the annual budget cycle, and by Performance Reports, which are tabled in the fall.
These reports are prepared by the respective organisations, approved by the
responsible minister and tabled by the President of the Treasury Board. These
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reports were originally launched as a pilot project involving six departments and
agencies but has since been expanded to incorporate all departments and agencies. The Treasury Board gives extensive guidance to departments and agencies in
preparing the reports and outlining what they should contain.
The Treasury Board has issued Review Criteria relating to results reporting
which highlights good practice in reporting accountability for results. The below
discussion is based on a Treasury Board publication. Overall, Departments should
report information on their performance which allows the reader to judge how well
the department is doing. There are four specific sub-criteria that good results
reporting should incorporate.
Context and strategies. The report should clearly describe the mission and
mandate of the organisation, the objectives of its programmes and services, the
major strategies used to achieve these objectives and the related environmental
context. There is a need to provide an overview of what the programme is trying
to accomplish under what operating environment and its relationship with
broader organisational goals as context for interpreting the performance
reported. The major strategies being used, such as business lines, should be clearly
described along with their sub-objectives. This should include links to other
stakeholders on all of the major instruments such as loan guarantees and tax
expenditures.
Meaningful performance expectations. The performance information should contain
clear and concrete key performance expectations with a focus on outcome-results.
Clear performance expectations state what would have to occur for the entity
(programme or activity) to be judged successful in the context of the mission,
objectives, and rationale for the activities undertaken. Concrete performance expectations can be qualitatively or quantitatively measured and hence be credibly
reported on as to whether or not they have been accomplished. Key expectations
reflect the major intended results (usually outcome-oriented) expected from the
programme in relation to the interest and concerns of the users of the performance
report. Key expectations also reflect the major or significant programmes and
elements thereof.
Performance accomplishments against expectations. The performance information
should report key accomplishments in relation to expectations. The reader expects
the department or agency to report on key accomplishments. These allow the
reader to judge the extent to which expectations have been met. Reporting of
performance accomplishments needs to be selective to be useable. Key performance accomplishments should be reported in relation to previously stated
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expectations, be linked to related mission statements and objectives and include
the important aspects of:
• results achieved (outputs, intermediate (programme) outcomes, ultimate
outcomes) and their costs;
• related financial performance;
• the capacity to adapt (ability of the entity to meet future challenges);
• where performance has been weak, what adjustments will be made to reflect
what has been learned.
Credible performance information reports. Performance information should be relevant, fair, understandable, attributable, and consistent. Relevant information is
timely key performance information reported at a level which is meaningful to the
interests and concerns of the user. Reliable information can be validated. The reliability that can be placed on the performance information should be indicated, by
presenting such information as the method of data collection and verification, or
whether the data are estimates or actuals. Fair information provides a balanced
picture of performance, including both strengths and weaknesses. Understandable
performance information allows the intended reader to readily and clearly see
what results were expected and the extent to which they have been achieved. It is
essential that adequate explanatory and interpretive material is included so that
the reader can understand the relevance and importance of the measures
provided and the context in which performance has been accomplished or not.
The Treasury Board recognises that accountability for results reporting is new
to departments and agencies and that a certain learning process is involved in
successfully adopting this practice. The view is taken that each succeeding year’s
reports will improve as a result of the lessons learned from previous reports. It
should be noted that while the Auditor-General does not formally attest the
performance information contained in the reports except for the three new
Alternative Service Delivery agencies mentioned previously in this paper, he can
be expected to extend his reviews of departmental management to include the
quality and adequacy of the information provided. The Auditor-General has been
extensively consulted in the development of these new reports and the design
and criteria for their assessment.
3.5. Conclusion
70

As can be seen, Canada has made significant progress in reducing centralised
controls and introducing managerial flexibility. This has been accompanied by a
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new focus on reporting for results. There is, however, scope for further reforms as
evidenced for example by the number of pilot projects underway in various fields.
It is noteworthy that Canada has rejected the “big bang” model of introducing
public management reforms whereby large changes are implemented rapidly.
Rather, Canada has adopted a more gradual approach to reform whereby it pilot
tests a number of reform models for extended time periods. This may result in one
model of reforms being adopted following the lessons learned, certain reform
models being abandoned, or a number of reforms models being adopted concurrently. The Canadian public sector would appear to be open to experimenting with
a wide-range of public management reforms on a pilot basis.
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Notes

1. The Government of Canada’s Expenditure Management System, December 1995, p. 5.
2. Ibid., p. 6.
3. Sixty-Fourth Report of the Standing Committee on Procedure and House Affairs,
April 1997.
4. This was part of the Improved Reporting to Parliament Project which also
included the introduction of Performance Reports. This is further discussed in
the next section under Accountability for Results.
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Annex
Details of Management Reforms*

Modernisation of the Government’s Delivery of Services to Citizens
• Goal is to transform the relationship between the federal public sector and other organisations and stakeholders. The government has made significant progress in
streamlining its operations, redefining its fundamental roles and responsibilities through:
– programme review;
– efficiency of the Federation Initiative;
– review of boards and agencies; and
– several fundamental policy reviews (e.g. defence, foreign policy).
• The government has established a new sector within the Treasury Board
Secretariat with the mandate to focus on government-wide approaches to improving
service to Canadians. The new emphasis on citizen-centred service delivery will include
new innovative organisational solutions, single-window service delivery approaches, partnership arrangements and the application of new information technologies to
modernise service delivery.
– For example, in 1997, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency was established to integrate interdepartmental services that had previously been
* This Annex was provided by the Canadian authorities to give further context to the management reforms undertaken in recent years.
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performed by three departments. Legislation to create additional agencies is now being finalised:
– The Canadian Parks Agency will provide better service to Canadians and
visitors through simplified and more flexible administrative and financial
rules and authorities, and by an enhanced ability to enter into partnership arrangements with employees, the private sector and voluntary
organisations.
– The Canada Customs and Revenue Agency will provide an integrated
approach to border services and tax collection on behalf of the federal
and provincial governments.
• Programmes, services and organisations will continue to be restructured on a caseby-case basis to design tailor-made solutions to evolving needs in the new
millennium. Alternative service delivery options will continue to service as
an important vehicle for this transformation of the public sector.
Strengthening Policy Capacity
• The federal government has recognised the need for greater long-term planning and the need to improve strategic policy-making, greater co-ordination
and collaboration across departments and levels of government, and a more
open, participatory and transparent policy development process.
• The process of strengthening the government’s policy capacity and developing a vigorous policy community began in 1995, with the work of the Task
Force on Strengthening the Policy Capacity of the Government of Canada, followed in
1996 by the Task Force on the Management of Horizontal Policy Issues (see below for
the role that such Task Forces have played in management reform).
• That same year, the Policy Research Committee (PRC) – an interdepartmental
group of assistant deputy ministers from over 30 federal departments and
agencies – was established. It was asked to prepare a report on the pressure
points likely to arise in Canadian society by the year 2005 as a result of
economic, demographic, and social trends, to identify knowledge gaps, and
develop a research plan to address those gaps.
– The PRC report Growth, Human Development, Social Cohesion, released
in October 1996, reflected the three over-arching policy challenge themes
that emerged during the exercise.
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– Phase 2 of the Policy Research Initiative saw the establishment of interdepartmental networks, each created around one of the report’s three
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main themes. A fourth internationally-focused network was formed and issued
a report, Canada 2005: Global Challenges and Opportunities, in February 1997.
– In April 1997, the PRC issued its Progress Report containing the preliminary
work plans of three research networks and the Knowledge-Based
Economy and Society (KBES) pilot research project. The Global
Challenges and Opportunities workplan was established in the fall of
1997.
– Inventories of current and planned research have been shared across the
government, creating new opportunities for co-operation and collaboration, and influencing departmental research plans. Linkages and research
partnerships are also being actively pursued with the non-governmental
research community. The PRI networks’ research results and the activities
of the entire Canadian policy research community were featured at a
national policy research conference in October 1998.
– In June 1997, a secretariat was established to facilitate the four networks’
work, to find innovative ways to disseminate research results, and to
build partnerships and linkages with the broader policy research community in Canada and other countries. The creation of a Policy Research
Website (http://policyresearch.gc.ca) will also help to achieve these
objectives.
Building a Public Service that is a Vibrant Institution Adapted to Future Needs
• The La Relève Task Force was established in January 1997 to bring focus to the
renewal of human resources management in the Public Service.
• The La Relève initiative was launched by the Clerk of the Privy Council in close
collaboration with the deputy minister community (see below for the role that this
type of organisation has played in management reform in Canada) and with
the help of a small task force of public servants. It is to address the increasing
difficulty of retaining, motivating and attracting people essential to the work of the public
service which had resulted from the long period of change, significant downsizing, compensation restraint, an ageing public service and the demand for
high-quality public sector skills by other sectors.
– La Relève: A Commitment to Action was jointly signed and published in
October 1997 by deputy ministers, to describe the action underway to
implement the key corporate and departmental human resource management
strategies contained in their Human Resource Action Plans. These plans had
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been developed in the spring of 1997 by every department and by many key functional
groups such as science and technology, communications, comptrollership,
human resources management, policy and informatics. Regional Federal
Councils undertook action to address the human resources needs of
regional employees including the facilitation of career development
opportunities across departmental, and sectoral boundaries.
– A corporate agenda for adjusting the human resources management framework and
making the necessary investments in the workforce covers such areas as
staffing and classification reform, recruitment, retention and employment
equity, compensation and labour relations and a continuum of corporate
development programmes for promising managers and executives.
– Consultations on the Workforce of the Future were undertaken with almost
600 administrative and support employees nationally, and the report
Valuing Our People provided a wide-range of pragmatic recommendations
which are in the process of implementation by departments.
– Renewed attention and energy was given to reaffirming the values and
ethics which underlie a professional, non-partisan public service and to
recovering legitimate pride in service to Canadians and their elected officials, including giving recognition for individual and team contributions at
both the corporate and departmental level.
• On 31 March 1998 the First Progress Report on La Relève: A Commitment to
Action was released as part of the Clerk’s Fifth Annual Report to the Prime
Minister on the Public Service of Canada. (See below for the important role
played by these Annual Reports in setting the vision for public service
reform and renewal).
• These Progress Reports, which were reviewed by the Committee of Senior
Officials (COSO) chaired by the Clerk of the Privy Council in January 1998,
demonstrated substantial progress on nearly 1 200 actions by individual departments,
regions, and functional communities as well as on the corporate human resources management agenda.
– In June 1998, the Prime Minister announced the creation of the
Leadership Network, a new horizontal organisation, to carry forward
reforms begun by La Relève. This organisation will support the collective
management of assistant deputy ministers, build on the activities of the
La Relève Task Force, which it will replace, and assist leaders at all levels
of the public service to meet the ongoing challenge of renewal.
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– A CD-ROM capturing all of the departmental, functional community and
regional plans and strategies, as well as other related documents was
widely distributed, and a second CD-ROM which includes the Progress
Reports and key implementation tools is now available through the La
Relève Website at http://lareleve.pwgsc.gc.ca.
– A number of major service-wide initiatives have been pursued to complement La Relève. Competency-based human resource management is increasingly
gaining momentum to enhance organisational performance.
– In support of a more responsive and strategic approach, departments are also
provided with greater authority and flexibility to decide on how best to meet
their immediate and longer-term human resources needs, base on their
business strategies and objectives.
• In February of 1997, the President of the Treasury Board established an
external Advisory Committee on Senior Level Retention and Compensation, in response
to the public service experiencing ongoing and growing difficulty recruiting
and retaining senior level employees.
– In its first report, released in February of 1998, the Committee identified
specific priority areas for improving the management framework for senior level human
resources, and for addressing the most pressing concerns, such as clarifying
the future vision of the public service, cultural and human resources renewal, and
compensation.
– The government accepted the Committee’s recommendations, including
significantly revising executive salary ranges after six years of wage
restraint. A continuum of programmes designed to train the future public service leadership has been developed from entry (the Management Training
Programme) to the most senior levels (pre-qualified pool of assistant
deputy ministers), to provide available “pools” of high-performing leadership potential at various levels in order to renew the management and executive ranks.
• The federal government’s human resource management includes developing a
learning organisation culture within the federal public sector. Through information
technology, Learning Resource Networks have been developed, permitting
departments to share information, and providing them with cost-effective
alternatives in support of individualised learning plans for employees. In
order to steer the corporate learning agenda of public servants, particularly at the
senior and middle management levels, Learning Advisory Panels have been
organised to provide opportunities for interactive learning through an interdisciplinary forum which focuses on key public policy issues and ideas.
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• In June 1998, the government began to apply a new job evaluation tool, the
Universal Classification Standard, which will contribute to a modern human
resource framework and facilitate reform of staffing and pay systems, recruitment and retention, and training and development of public service
employees through application of a single, gender-neutral, job evaluation
system. A simplified, more transparent and broader-based system for evaluating work is in place now that all positions are converted to the UCS.
Citizen Engagement
• The Government of Canada has recognised a growing desire among
Canadian citizens to be more involved in their country’s governance. In the
Fifth Annual Report to the Prime Minister on the Public Service of Canada (April 1998),
the Clerk of the Privy Council identified citizen engagement as “the next big
challenge” the Canadian Government must address, “to explore ways to give citizens a greater voice in developing government policy” and to “give a fuller, richer
meaning to the relationship between government and citizens”.
• The government has already explored ways of involving citizens: by creating
increased transparency through the provision of information; by establishing greater
accountability through the reporting of results; and by consulting on major policy
issues. Indeed, numerous consultative exercises are already underway, including
the National Forum on Climate Change and Agriculture Canada’s Rural Dialogue.
Government departments and their policy teams are going to be called
upon to explore new and different ways for citizens to have a say in the policies that will
affect them most so that they may be partners in shaping Canada’s future.
Modernising the Management of Financial Resources
• Programme Review and the fundamental re-examination of the role of the
federal government was the cornerstone of expenditure reduction efforts in
the 1994-95 to 1998-99 period. However, the challenge was to build in a new
system of expenditure management that would ensure that this review was not a one-off
effort.
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• An Expenditure Management System (EMS) was implemented alongside
Programme Review to ensure that the scrutiny of roles, programmes and priorities
in Programme Review became a regular part of departmental expenditure culture. All
policy reserves were eliminated, ensuring an ongoing review of lower and
higher priorities. During the period of expenditure cuts, new priorities
funded in the budget had to come through reallocation – i.e. through expro-
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priation of some portion of Programme Review savings. Outside of emergencies, initiatives funded between budgets had to come from reallocation
within sponsoring ministries.
• In this healthier fiscal period, funding pressures will always exceed funds
available. The government is committed to expenditure restraint, and actual
spending levels continue to fall.
– In 1997, EMS was revised slightly to provide a framework for Cabinet
priority-setting that reinforced the scrutiny of the role of government and
the relative importance of priorities, under the prism of relevance to the
government’s overall agenda (as delivered in the Speech from the Throne).
Ministers had to continue to fund actions between budgets from reallocation; even for new programmes funded in the budget, ministers are
supposed to make some financial contribution.
– More recent adjustments to EMS provide a potential for a second funding
point during the year, based on a Cabinet deliberation of priorities and
the decision by the Minster of Finance and the Prime Minister on the
availability of fiscal resources, if any, to be spent outside the budget
round.
– These changes also are putting in place a more systematic review process for
pressures associated with the integrity of existing programmes (i.e. price and workload adjustments). Application of the six Programme Review tests –
possibly to be made more forward-looking – will guide this process.
• As noted above, the whole commitment of modernising government for the
20th century has led to a number of initiatives and horizontal reviews that are
leading to ongoing reform of programmes and framework policies (i.e. regulatory
reform). In addition, improved efforts in expenditure planning and accountability
have been implemented. These include the improved Reporting to Parliament
Project (including performance reporting); new approaches to business planning;
and modernisation of results-oriented performance management information
supporting systems.
• These initiatives will be sustained and supported in the future through the
implementation of the recommendations of the Independent Review Panel on
Modernisation of Comptrollership.
– Modern comptrollership is an integrating function – one that brings
together very different kinds of information in support of management
responsibilities for results, accountability and the management of risk.
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– Specifically, there is a need to integrate financial and non-financial information to
foster a better understanding of past performance and to support planning for the
future. The Panel has placed comptrollership at the heart of the responsibilities of every executive and manager in the public service, who must
put into practice the broader view of comptrollership appropriate to the
current circumstances facing government.
• The Canadian Government has accepted the recommendations of the Panel,
and to realize the vision established by the Panel, three committees are being
formed to provide direction and support to modernisation:
– a deputy minister- (DM) level Modernisation Task Force to provide overall
direction, to monitor progress and to report to ministers;
– a Standards Advisory Board to provide external advice to the government on its
choice of standards and frameworks;
– a Comptrollership Council to provide internal advice on standards and to promote
sharing of experience and development of needed tools.
• Large investments will continue to be made in systems and key supports,
such as the Financial Information Strategy (FIS), which is a government-wide
strategy to improve the financial information provided to Parliament, central
agencies and departments. The most important initiatives under the
Financial Information Strategy are:
– introducing full accrual accounting, including the capitalisation of fixed assets, which
will put the government on a basis of accounting similar to that of the
private sector;
– implementing modern financial and material systems in each department
and fully decentralizing the responsibility for accounting to departments;
and
– providing extensive training and learning programmes for both financial
managers and officers, and line managers.
Performance Management
• To enhance programme and service delivery across the federal government,
the Treasury Board Secretariat has focused efforts on establishing and developing
a results, or performance-based management culture, through sustained focus on a
set of key initiatives that have served to both integrate and unify other efforts in
the federal government.
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• The objectives of this approach are to:
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– Change the focus of managing and reporting from activities and inputs to impacts and
outcomes; that is, what impact the government has on Canadians and their
society and the benefits provided.
– Make reporting more transparent, by improving “results” reporting,
accounting structures, and the measurement of costs.
– Promote accountability frameworks that articulate relationships and accountabilities between and within government departments and agencies,
other government organisations, alternative service delivery agents and
the public.
– Report annually to Parliament on the progress of its strategy to implement
results-based management across the federal government.
• The federal government set out its performance-based management
strategy in 1995 within the President of the Treasury Board’s first annual
report to Parliament, Strengthening Government Review. The strategy encourages departments and agencies to identify results commitments, measure,
use and report performance information results.
• The change to a performance-based management philosophy is in keeping
with the government initiative Getting Government Right and the recent recommendations, to build better and more accountable governance, of the
Independent Review Panel on Modernisation of Comptrollership.
Regulatory Management and Reform
• Regulatory management and reform has been a government priority since
the 1970s. Over the last 10 years, the focus of reform has moved away from deregulation to improving the quality of regulations and basic regulatory tools. The government
is now focusing on regulatory management by looking more at results-based
approaches to integrated policy objectives.
• In order to facilitate dialogue on regulatory reform, the federal government has
developed a framework that reflects three distinct but related elements: governance; delivery; and policy. Currently, efforts are geared principally to issues
related to governance; that is, on the decision-making processes, responsibilities and accountability frameworks for the development, design,
delivery and review of regulatory programmes. Through this process, the
government is redefining the roles of Parliament, Cabinet, and citizens in
the area of regulation, with the aim of ensuring that regulation is given the scrutiny
that it deserves as a tool for implementing public policy.
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• The work on governance also deals with reporting mechanisms. The federal
government now requires departments to include a regulatory plan in their annual
reports to Parliament on Plans and Priorities (RPPs), and to report on the
progress of these plans in separate Performance Reports to Parliament
(RPPs). This initiative requires that departments identify expected results
from regulations, and develop measures for them.
• As for the delivery of regulatory services, the federal government is examining ways to streamline processes and reduce burden for industry. Where
possible, the government is trying to identify ways to better use technology
and alternative organisational structures, including opportunities for partnership with the private sector and with the provincial governments.
• On the policy front, the government is examining issues relating to optimal
management of regulatory regimes in areas of shared jurisdiction with the
provinces, including the possible harmonisation on the basis of federal standards in certain fields such as environmental management. The government
is also studying the use of alternative instruments such as taxation, voluntary codes and tradable permits in place of regulation.
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